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In the name of the sex education,
the right of the children or the
sexual orientation in the schools
currently new teaching materials
are worked out worldwide that
make the “early” sex education and
“early” sexualization of children
compulsory! As a matter of fact it
is about a sexual “education”
undercut by the state.

And these works impart the sexual
interpretation that “all things are
possible.” This so-called “modern
thinking” Kinsey coined about sex
and sexuality. But practical life
shows that this is an extremely
dangerous way of thinking because
it has led to innumerable criminal
acts.
“Dr. Sex“, how he was also called,
by his books influenced the sexual
thinking of almost the whole
world! Actually a man whose
words have power over many
nations. A man whose teachings
only really start to carry fruits
today.

This international infiltration did
not start overnight.
It has been introduced in the USA
in an insistent and minute way by
the sexual researcher Alfred C.
Kinsey already in 1938.
Alfred Kinsey is mentioned to be
the ”most important sexual
researcher
of
the
twentieth
century”. But that is a tragical
error!

But who really was Kinsey?
	
  
No other question could be more
important at the moment than this
one.

For sure he was the “most
influential“ factor of the sexual
opinion making in society – but, of
course,
this
is
something
completely different. In fact almost
all current
sex
education
programs worldwide are based on
Kinsey´s works!

	
  

In the course of his life Kinsey
collected over 18,500 sexual case
studies, preferably with minors, in
order to introduce them to the
public. Kinsey’s highest aim was
sexual diversity. He called himself
a “conservative scientist”. But in
1997 the German magazine “Der
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Spiegel“ brought to light the
incredible double life of Kinsey.

and in an extraordinarily painful
way.
Would you accept a basic
research on sexual human
behavior,
if
you
knew
beforehand, that the initiator of
this project was a criminal child
abuser and statistic fraudster?

Kinsey gathered coworkers around
him to “scientifically“ study the
sexual behavior of humans, but
foremost that of underage children.
At the beginning all of his
coworkers had to lay open their
sexual life and behavior. In a secret
room of his house he regularly
organized group sex games with
his coworkers and selected guests.
He even forced his wife to
participate in these games. - Kinsey
had homosexual, heterosexual and
sadomasochistic scenes filmed by a
professional camera team.

Did you know that the current
worldwide trend of the Early
Sexualisation is indeed proven to
be based on exactly such a
“scientific foundation”?
The
documentary
films
“Forefathers
of
the
Early
Sexualisation”
http:/panoramafilm.ch/dok-urvaeter.php and “Sex
Compulsion“
http:/panoramafilm.ch/dok-sexzwang.php bring to
light frightening things in this
regard. They prove:

Despite morbid pressure his
employees still participated in these
games as they feared for their
careers. Kinsey employed people
such as Clyde Martin, who as a
statistician had no professional
education. However, he still was in
charge of the statistic analysis of all
data. The whole thing was financed
by
the
Jewish
Rockefeller
Foundation, which afterwards
claimed to have demanded a
professional
statistician
from
Kinsey. – But he was not willing at
all to proceed as demanded.

Alfred C. Kinsey was
Atrocity Propagandist!

Would you accept public
statistics which mainly consist of
statements
from
criminals,
especially from pedo-criminals,
because their statements are
supposed to be equal to those of
usual citizens?

Kinsey himself suffered from
extreme sadomasochism. Over and
over again he is said to have
manipulated his genitals violently
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Kinsey was also a fraudster of
statistics!
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When he tried to apply his more
than 350 questions about the sexual
behavior to the public in the
1940ies, it was very difficult to
reach normal people. It was
considerably easier to get to the
data of “unconventionally living
people”. That is how the fraudulent
picture was created that 95% of all
American men were sexual
offenders, 69% were regulars of
prostitutes, 37% would have had
homosexual experiences to the
utmost and 17% of all farmers had
sex with animals. No wonder, if
instead of just normal citizens
(such as pretended), about 1400
imprisoned criminal offenders of
various US-states were asked. In
fact, a lot of them were detained for
sexual child abuse.

then also at least 317 male children
from the age of 2 months(!) up to
15 years, who were sexually
abused. (but it was suspected even
more); then in turn 350 students
with “differing behavior“; last but
not least there was a group of
criminals who Kinsey simply
declared as "underworld". Actually
it was not the population that was
interviewed, but pedo-criminals!
However, Kinsey’s works still, up
to this day, build the fundamental
so-called “scientific“ foundation of
the sexual research worldwide.

Kinsey was
Fraudster!

Methodical

What Alfred C. Kinsey called
“normal children’s sex,” was
nothing else than sexual torture of
children. Kinsey had a passionate
interest for the “ability of orgasm”
especially from minors, i.e. from
pre-adolescent
boys
without
ejaculation!

Not before 1981 these grave
methodical fraud of Kinsey´s
research were revealed by the
media expert Dr. Judith Reisman.
What especially made people
take notice was the fact that a big
part of Kinsey’s data was from
pedo-criminals - respectively
from criminal child abusers.

Based on Reisman’s research the
documentary film “The Children of
Table 34”, (about the infamous
“Table 34”) which revealed - for
the protection of further children
victims - the most horrible details.
In closest collaboration with Mr.
Green - exposed by the BBC-Team
as Rex King, a serial rapist who
sexually abused more than 800
boys and girls - the devilish table

Then a proportion of about 630
homosexual men was estimated (by
Dr. Judith Reisman), - furthermore
200 so called “sexual psychopaths“
were identified; then again 329
criminals who were punished
because of any other offenses, but
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34 was created. Kinsey listed in it
data of the orgasm ability of not
less than 317 male infants and
children! They were sexually
stimulated by Kinsey’s team up to
24 hours or were forced to
stimulate themselves until they
had, according to his own
testimony, the most painful
orgasms so that the helpless
children screamed dreadfully under
spastic convulsions at last and
finally even fainted due to the pain.

to emerge any further, then help
spread this flyer, the corresponding
brochure of the same name (28
pages) and the documentary films
mentioned on the second page.
Only by common active resistance
it will be possible that the society
finally turns away from Kinsey’s
criminal fundamental research and
turns to the abused victims instead
of turning to the driven offenders!

Kinsey and the Serial Rapist!

• No to every kind of sexual education of children up to the age
of 16 years by the schools or the
state!

Claims:

Most of the data about the sexual
behavior of children Kinsey was
supposed to have received from
Mr. Green, a serial rapist. Also
based on his “experiences“ the “6
types of orgasms” of infants and
little
boys
were
invented.
Furthermore Kinsey was supposed
to have been in regular contact with
every kind of pedo-criminal
organization, as well as with raping
teachers, pedophile fathers and
mothers within and outside of the
US.

	
  
• Disclosure of all names and
backrounds of those, who
approve of and legally anchor
the compulsory early sexualisation.

Ivo Sasek
All films and scriptures mentioned
in this tract can be ordered
(subject to availability) free of
charge from:

Torture of Children as a
Worldwide Basis for Research
of Sexual Pedagogy?

AGB (Anti-Genozid-Bewegung)
Nord 33, CH-9428 Walzenhausen
Switzerland

	
  
Almost all now emerging sex
education programs are rooting
directly or indirectly in Kinsey’s
works! If you also do not want this

	
  

www.sasek.tv
www.klagemauer.tv
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